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Abstract 

 

 

Unofficial systems to keep the world running utilises performance, installation and video to illuminate the idea 

of emotional labour as it exists within daily processes of caring. Lifted from my own modes of ‘life-living’, 

this thesis project has developed a series of gestures that are intended to be responsive and accumulative in 

nature. The practice proposes that embedded minor gestures have the capacity to challenge everyday systems 

embedded in privilege and argues for more active and responsive modes of caring. A responsive approach to 

practice is formed through a porous and durational threshold between art-making and the idea of ‘life-

living’ interventions. Highlighting the ongoing caring gestures that sit beneath the surface, and which I 

believe are embedded in daily life, this project aims to set up a consciousness and criticality regarding modes 

of maintenance, responsibility and privilege within daily interactions and ways of ‘life-living’. 
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Fig.1, Reverse of page. Francis Alÿs, Placing Pillows, image from Godfrey, Mark, Francis Alÿs: 
A Story of Deception. Tate Publishing, London, 2010. Pg. 48-49. 



 
Introduction 

 

 
There is no other event that so nicely bookmarks the tone of my thesis year project than my discovery of 

Francis Alÿs’ Placing Pillows (1990) (fig.1). I consider it a happy coincidence that I picked up Francis Alÿs: A 

Story of Deception just days prior to the beginning of the academic year in the hopes of causing some sort 

of personal revolution in terms of the way I think about my own practice. Even in writing this, the grainy 

sepia-toned image on the right-hand page towards the front of the soft cover book is summoned to mind. 

The declining right slope of the composition presents a grid of six rows of four windows; the upper left 

corner windows are cut off at the top by the framing of the image. At first glance, the image may present 

itself as an architectural observation, however this is quickly tossed out as I notice a broken window 

towards the bottom right of the window-sill. To the right of this vacant window, a pillow is folded long 

ways, pressed snugly into the frame, its corners made visible from the absence of glass from the windowless 

pane of the left window. For me, the concept of soft fabric against the scratchy nature of shattered glass 

never dulls in its sensitive nature. The gesture of placing the pillow strikes me as being at once symbolic 

and caring, but with an edge of practicality and maintenance. Here the value of emotional labour is on 

par, if not, far exceeds that of the physical act. With tones of caring, responsibility, reparation, futility and 

maintenance, Alÿs’ artwork and its emotional impression have stayed with me, and continue to inform my 

own research methods, engagements and fields of context.  

 

This project, its research questions and its methods have arisen from my own daily lived experiences and 

longstanding personal practices that promote caring and responsibility. A caring gesture in regards to this 

research is understood as one that is responsive to both the interventions of lived experience, such as 

tending to a hurt kererū or encountering an instruction, as well as practices that are rooted in maintenance 

and continuation, such as routine phone calls or replacing the flowers in a vase.  

 

I consider processes of care and a sense of responsibility central to this research project. I am interested in 

these processes as related to maintenance and sensibilities of felt responsibilities, which in turn functions as 

modes of response to the structures that frame daily lived experience. Responsibility within this project 

operates as a felt sensation. That is, responsibility as it relates to caring operates as a kind of mobiliser for 

action. It is this action or response that I refer to as gesture. The types of gestures this project is engaged in 

are not isolated events, but rather they are maintained through the durational nature of caring and 

responsibility within this research 
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Accordingly, Unofficial systems to keep the world running seeks to activate and acknowledge the subtleties and 

nuances of minor and caring gestures, that can go undetected. By engaging with personal practices as well as 

rituals and habits that promote caring. Specifically, this research is engaged in a type of caring that speaks to 

responsibility and has a reparative and cumulative edge. These gestures are based on my response to the felt 

responsibilities I personally encounter within my own spheres of life living. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ‘Life-living’ is a term that arose out of the consideration of this project’s studio based practice as operating 

amongst the backdrop of my own everyday practices, and as a deliberate rejection of already existent 

terminology within this context, such as ‘the everyday’ and ‘the banal’. This rejection was based on the 

premise that although they are relevant contexts to this research, they hold a different tone of engagement 

with daily life. Within this project, I see the adverb life-living as an embedded methodological approach as 

opposed to making work about the subject of ‘the everyday’. Life-living also connects to and embodies a sense 

of doing that is related to caring and associated responsibilities. 

 

Unofficial systems to keep the world running has taken its name from the title of one of my installations and is 

derived from my own practices of caring. It was through reflecting on and recognising these practices within 

my own life-living that I began thinking around the nuances and subtleties of the caring gesture as 

incremental actions related to the subliminal gestures and processes of caring. The ‘unofficial systems’ this 

project is concerned with are ones that oppose current prevailing State and capitalistic systems. Capitalism is 

both an ideology and economic structure founded on private ownership, and owning the means of 

production for profit. This individualistic sense of privatisation means that these capitalist structures hold 

power over capital accumulation, as well as both wage labour and emotional labour. It is this sense of 

capitalistic individualism that Unofficial systems to keep the world running directly opposes, by seeking out 

modes of caring that are both holistic and responsive, and by placing value in forms of emotional labour.

Calico bag I made for carrying flowers  



Through recognising and engaging in subliminal and embedded acts of caring, this practice has become 

grounded around how not to be individualistic.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
. 

 

 

 

 

Intentions 

The gestures performed as part of this project have been enacted with varying intentions, and vary between 

gestures or acts of caring, and demonstrations of care. Through intention, these gestures fall subtlety into 

either category. I do not regard these as separate, but rather as two sides of the same coin. These intentions 

include attempting to make visible embedded practices of caring, demonstrating a value of minor gestures 

and emotional labour, highlighting a futility hosted within the type of gesture acting from a sense of felt 

responsibility, and critiquing conflicting capitalist State structures. The caring gesture within the context 

of Unofficial systems to keep the world running is positive and good-willed. However, in declaring this, I am 

not interested in painting the world as ‘rose tinted’, nor black and white. Rather, I want to engage in 

dialogues directly related to modes and processes of caring, blurring the threshold of value between 

concepts of progress through employed minor gestures. It is not necessarily the form of these gestures or 

actions that tie them together as an art project, but rather their intent, which in turn operates as a rationale 

for the practice and a responsive mode of life-living. This responsive mode of working takes its form from 

specific situations that come from life-living, a response that has been adopted and embedded within my 

practice of caring.  

 

Life-living, as referred to earlier, is defined through the projects close proximity to unfolding gestures and 

rituals as derived from my daily life, which exist independently and anterior to the processes of art making. 

These gestures are often non pre-meditated, but are responsive as things occur. These then become 

adopted into the practice, centralising processes of life-living as valued forms of caring and responsibility. 

An example of a responsive translation would be how I always call my Grandparents from my landline to 

theirs; as this technology is a part of their generational life-living, not mine. It is through these means that 

a kind of care attached to understanding context can be recognised. I do not regard these types of caring as 

Cut camellia in my calico bag    
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duties or services, but rather I am interested in the sense of emotional investment and connectedness they 

bring. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Positioning: ‘Building driveways for bees’, doing, saying no to capitalism  

At the outset of this thesis project, I made an artwork around the sentiment/instruction of feeding tired bees 

(Give tired bees 1tsp of sugar dissolved in water to help them on their way). A form of this was presented as vinyl-

cut lettering on the studio floor (fig. 28). The next week someone came in and told me a story about how as 

they were getting into their car they spotted a bee on their driveway, stopping mid action to check if it was 

ok. This is what I want my artworks to do: I want my viewers to embody a sense or consciousness of caring 

and responsibility. I want people to think about who and what they are about to drive over, as well as being 

critical of who the driveway is set up for, and who it is not. 

 
While this anecdote remains valuable and active to the dialogue of this research, it has shifted in meaning. For 

a time, I felt this project’s main concern was issues of class and privilege as related to capitalism, whereas now 

I view its core concern as being felt responsibility and processes of caring. This is not to say that class and 

privilege is not relevant, but rather than operating as a material focus, it is more active within decision making 

regarding this project’s interest in caring and responsibility. I feel that it has evolved this way in order to 

maintain an openness of dialogue around social and political issues, rather then claiming a singular narrative 

regarding my own experience about such integral notions. 

 

This consideration leads the research to position itself as an attempt to make visible the State structures that 

govern everyday existence, and to highlight processes of caring that often sit beneath the surface. Although no 

longer operating as the overarching concern, this research continues to check in with the questions of who is 

Cut camellia (bud) in my studio vase 

	



afforded the privilege to care? And who has the responsibility to do so? I consider it imperative to 

acknowledge my own subjectivity and position as Pākehā within Aotearoa. However, only acknowledging 

my whiteness is a necessary but insufficient consideration for this project. I feel it is imperative that I 

respond with care to the responsibility and privilege I have been afforded. It is a question of what to do 

with this privilege that we, my project and I, are continuing to work through. 

 

The mahi, the work, of this project can be understood as coming from economical and environmental 

concerns. While these readings are relevant, what fundamentally drives the mahi is my attempt to connect 

and secure a sense of felt responsibility to the political, social and ecological structures that govern daily 

life. This project shares a kind of eco-territory that risks slipping into ‘do-gooder-ness’ and/or ‘eco-

warriorism’. I mean this in the sense of shirking responsibility through an employed façade of ‘doing your 

bit’. This mode of do-gooder-ness and what it represents is in danger of slipping into a kind of self-

congratulatory practice and potentially shaming people who are not in a position to partake in the ‘good’ 

for whatever reason. Capitalism has strategically curated a neat lifestyle marketed towards those with 

afforded privilege and the financial upper hand. This project critiques this capitalist structure and its held 

values around progress and development, and argues for modes of caring and responsibility towards those 

that social and political structures consistently dismiss.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I consider this project at once poetic and political. It is poetic in the sense of the artwork produced, being 

performed in futile and symbolic ways. It is political because the mahi unavoidably relates directly to 

privilege and ultimately capitalism. I think capitalism above all else, because it controls factors of 

production related to privilege through ownership of labour and natural resources. The profit from 

capitalist structures is derived from these factors, and comes to rest in the hands of the privileged. In 

“Dismantling Modernism, Reinventing Documentary (Notes on the Politics of Representation)” (1978) 

American artist and theorist Allan Sekula protests the discourse of capitalist structure and insists that “any 

A tired bee enjoying some sugar water	
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effective political art will have to be grounded in work against these institutions. We need a political economy, 

a sociology, and a non-formalist semiotics of media.”1 It is this idea of grounding (through action) that my 

research has taken class and privilege derived from capitalism as its root concern, and issues of ecology and 

environmentalism as its rise. Sekula offers further positioning by asking “How do we invent our lives out of a 

limited range of possibilities, and how are our lives invented for us by those in power?”2 The proximity of this 

question parallels my own overarching research question of how might an artwork embody a sense of 

responsibility? And where does this responsibility lie? This research is not concerned with mimicking the 

monopoloid of capitalist thought, but rather opening up and engaging in dialogues that value empathy and 

inclusivity. Sekula contextualises his position in a similar manner, arguing that:  

 

“…with film and video, sound and image, or sound, image and text, can be worked over and against 

each other, leading to the possibility of negation and meta-commentary. An image can be offered as 

evidence, and then subverted.”3 

 

It is in consideration of this approach that I have come to feel out a video installation practice that at once 

depicts a dialogue around the realities and potential futures simultaneously, while remaining open enough to 

allow for viewer interpretation. This further informs this projects outlook regarding a sense of openness 

around arising dialogues, and establishes an argument for the layering of forms, narratives and medias within 

an installation practice. 

																																																								
1 Sekula, Alan. Dismantling Modernism, Reinventing Documentary (Notes on the Politics of Representation) from The Massachusetts 
Review Vol. 19, No. 4, Photography (Winter, 1978), pp. 859-883 
2 Ibid.  
3 Ibid. 



Fig.2, Antonia Nisbet, Still from Buster (June 2017) Moving image, 6 minutes. Presented on 23 inch LED screen. 
No Audio 

Fig.3, Antonia Nisbet, Still from Buster (June 2017) Moving image, 6 minutes. Presented on 23 inch LED screen. 
No Audio. 

Fig.4, Antonia Nisbet, install view of Buster (June 2017) Moving image, 6 minutes. Presented on 23 inch LED 
screen. No Audio 15 



Types of engagement 

Although gestures are instigated and maintained by me, they are not in any way solitary events. Rather, they 

extend an invitation of some kind to somebody or something (usually this is something living, like grass, 

bugs, birds and humans), thus operating within responsive modes. Driven by a sense of responsibility, this 

project asks how establishing these types of caring engagements, interactions and moments of connectedness 

can occur.  

 

There are two major sites this project operates between, as well as a few peripheral others. The two primary 

sites are my family home on the Mahurangi Coast, north of Auckland, and also my urban flat in the suburb 

of Mount Eden, Auckland. Both of these sites host a range of gestures or events (often repeated daily or 

weekly), and therefore are embedded within the durational and temporal nature of the project. The 

peripheral sites I refer to are sites that are less key to the types of engagement within the practice, such as my 

grandparent’s home, the walking route to the dairy, or the local laundromat. These sites tend to host a 

singular type of engagement, act or gesture, and are consequently performed less frequently, meaning 

fortnightly or monthly rather than daily or weekly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The practices and processes formed throughout this project are elemental in nature and perform various 

registers or levels of care. There are a number of gestures that sit on the periphery of the artwork, but have 

continued to inform and become material considerations around the idea of care and maintenance. An 

example of this is my weekly picking of flowers from my Mt Eden flat garden, walking with them into my 

university, and replacing the flowers and foliage in the vase located on the shared studio space table. 

 

This work does not engage in the performing of such gestures with the intention of producing artwork or 

video outcomes, but rather it considers video as the main mechanism for display of documentation. I consider

Cut freesias in my studio vase 

	



the event of the gesture to be the core concern of this project. The practice argues that the work is being 

done primarily within real time events, which host the labour of performing caring gestures, as well 

secondarily through video representations that engage with emotional labour and senses of responsibility. I 

do not view these as separate elements, however this project is interested in articulating their nuances and 

respective roles within this practice-led research. 

 

 

Methods 

This project originally operated as individual video installations, focusing on a specific gesture from 

various conceptual angles such as process, progress, result and action. As stated, the title of the overall 

project has been adopted from one of my installations presented with the intention of shaking this habitual 

form of working. This installation has since had many iterations, and has become a central focus of my 

thesis artwork. The installation and the project are accumulative and durational in nature. The methods 

established within the project actively reflect this, using and reusing footage and materials as a deliberate 

methodology.  

 

Unofficial systems to keep the world running, is both a body of discreet elements and a changing installation. 

The work, and its iterative nature, deliberately explores the subtleties that exist within an installation 

practice. It is through this iterative nature that the work has taken form across time. Elements displayed 

within an install have previously operated as individual elements that have been brought together to form 

an installational approach to making. This can bee seen in my install of Unofficial systems to keep the world 

running which includes what I previously considered individual video works, such as Buster (fig. 2-4, & 18-19), 

How to get rid of kikuyu (fig. 7-9) and After the storm (fig. 20-22). While the gesture of these videos remained 

unchanged, the re-editing and re-using of them as elements within Unofficial systems to keep the world 

running reshaped both their meaning and their presentation. This method has been a deliberate strategy 

and modus operandi for the project. This is significant in relation to this projects interest in nuances and 

intentions within life-living. 
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Chapter one: Work worth doing 

 
 
 

One of the key proposals this research explores is the idea that caring gestures have the capacity to 

challenge western capitalist paradigms, regarding what is considered valuable mahi (work). The project 

thereby asks what new dynamics occur when subliminal and social modes of caring are made visible? The 

kind of methods and types of engagement the project is concerned with derive from temporal practices of 

caring, which include forms of verbal dialogue, gift giving, reparation, a general helping hand and modes 

of maintenance. These forms attempt to create a shift of value against traditionally understood modes of 

grand gestures or progress, acknowledging that the gestures which sit beneath the surface are not 

recognised as valuable against the reigning societal values of development and progress.  

 

Through this shift, the intention is to explore the possibility that gesture has the potential to activate hope 

related to responsibility and caring. These gestures have a kind of porous edge around their position not 

only in an art practice, but also in the act of everyday maintenance. Highlighting this sense of maintenance 

brings visibility to the subtle nature of these gestures, underscoring their significance as forms of emotional 

labour. Some specific gestures include weekly phone conversations, feeding of tired bees, and the making 

of poultices. By considering what constitutes emotional labour, this project has come to operate in a way 

that extends beyond its own immediate materiality or physical understandings of ‘progress’, giving focus to 

the processes of caring rather than their form.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Canadian theorist and artist Erin Manning touches on similar ideas in The Minor Gesture (2016) where 

she introduces both the minor gesture and the major, their relative presence in our lives, and their 

interdependency on one another. She describes the major as “a structural tendency that organizes itself

Process: rearranging flowers on footpath to gift to my mum 
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according to predetermined definitions of value”4, whereas the minor operates as “a force that courses 

through it, unmooring its structural integrity, problematising its normative standards.”5 Manning further 

contextualises this, claiming “that the grand is given the status it has, not because it is where the 

transformative power lies, but because it is easier to identify major shifts than to catalogue the nuanced 

rhythms of the minor.”’6 This relates to my ideas around value, specifically the choice to place value within 

the minor gesture. In choosing to do so it conflicts and challenges normative frameworks around visible 

progress and value as set up by capitalist structures. 

 

This project chooses to reject normative standards and values of change. I mean this, in the sense that it is 

not interested in forms of instant gratification, or the splendor of ‘major’ gestures. It instead looks to how 

the minor comes to drive the major from within. In this way, the minor gesture has the capacity to engage 

with not only the realities of caring and responsibility, but also to present and negate potential futures. 

Manning echoes this intent, stating that “where events make a difference, is based on accepted accounts of 

what registers as change as well as existing parameters for gauging the value of that change.”7 

 

1.1 Performing responsibility 

My artwork titled Buster (2017) (fig.2-4 & 18-19) arose during a weekend visit to my family home, when I found 

an abandoned duck egg in the precarious first stages of hatching. I decided to take care of the egg, keeping it 

warm and damp for a total of 52 hours before helping the duckling (which I later named Buster) hatch from 

the egg. I then raised Buster at my urban flat until he grew his adult feathers and was able to return to my 

parent’s house to live outside with the flock. During this time, Buster imprinted and came with me to 

university, to work, and everywhere in between, complete with his packed lunch of boiled egg whites and 

finely chopped lettuce. This event of imprinting is how Buster came to recognise me as parent or subject of 

his habitual trust. Together we encountered many people who paused in their day upon seeing Buster. They 

spoke of the fragility and emotional nature of the encounter, often leaving with a note of ‘thanks’ for their 

experience. Now Buster is an adult duck, with whom I continue to maintain a connection with through his 

imprinting and frequent time spent together. 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
4 Manning, Erin. The minor gesture, 2016. Durham, England. Duke Univeristy press. Pg. 1 
5 Ibid. Pg. 1 
6 Ibid. Pg. 1 
7 Ibid. Pg. 1 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I consider the work Buster to be event-based. The artwork arose out of a recognition of required care, and is 

in essence a representation of an event that has been directly lifted from my lived experience. The resulting 

video work opens with a wide-angle shot of a domestic ‘front lawn’ space in which a figure walks into frame 

and sits (roughly centered), closely followed by two small ducks, one of which is Buster (fig.2). 

Their comfort and obvious ease with the figure present in the frame illustrates their joint sense of 

connection. Another three ducks then enter the frame, followed soon after by another two. These ones 

visibly do not share the same level of comfort as the initial two. There are moments of humour, watching 

the ducks do ‘ducky’ things. The shot then changes to an image of the same figure lying on the grass 

reading a book, in which the ducks promptly enter the frame and sit down alongside the present body 

(fig.3). The mimicry of gesture and the act of spending time alludes to a sense of connectedness between 

the bodies, presenting a tangible product of care and emotional labour.  

 

An accompanying publication containing a narrative and photographic image operates as ephemera to 

the moving image. The photograph presents Buster only one-minute post his assisted hatch (fig. 18,19). The 

photographic image included in the ephemera seeks to locate the relationship between the narrative and 

its significance as an act of caring, as well as its engagement in real time as an ongoing sense of 

responsibility. I see the narrative as an emotive reflection of my 52 hours of emotional labour and 

layering of care and responsibility leading up to the hatch and the nuances and poignancies of this 

experience. The narrative aims to explore the dynamics and complexities of hope related to caring, and 

what it means to meditate on the presence of caring in more than one sphere:  

 

Buster and friends in studio. 
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Mum was always supportive with an edge of “don’t get your hopes up”. It was over this 
weekend that I realised that her saying this was as much for herself as it was for me. I 
could see the double edge of this precarious situation, her caring for Buster, and her 
caring for my heartache if Buster didn’t make it. 

Besides, I had to get back to Auckland by Sunday night in time to ready myself for work 
on Monday morning. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

1.2 New dynamics 

Reflecting upon the multiplicities present within modes of caring occurring within a single artwork, the 

research has come to recognise a value in my openness to interpretation of gesture that allows space for new 

dynamics and forms of caring to come into dialogue with one another. It is through this strategy that the 

project rejects any sense of claiming the grandeur or glorification through major gestures, but rather employs 

minor gestures that are fluid and visible across the network of support structures in the work. Video as a 

representational form depicts a reality of tending to felt responsibility as it is played out through my own 

practice. These presented and negated dynamics are of interest, as they parallel and conflict traditional 

values around what is considered a ‘good use’ of time and visible markers of satisfactory progress. 

 

 Canadian-based artist Germaine Koh’s performance titled Erratic (2011) (fig.5) uses physical labour or 

human energy to enact a representation of a significant process and journey. Koh, along with a team of four 

assistants manually rolled a 320-kilogram glacial boulder over four continuous days from Thornhill, Ontario 

to the Toronto Waterfront, a visibly engineered site (fig.23). This durational performance draws comparisons 

and nuances to the geological processes of Toronto as a site, as well as engaging critically around machinery 

Helping Buster Hatch 

	



and construction as accelerated processes related to concepts of progress. My interest in this artwork 

arises from Koh’s recognition of processes that are often seen as unremarkable and under-recognised. In 

Erratic, the viewer comes to see the performance as a representation of both environmental and 

geological processes, as well as one of development and engineering. The work makes links to concepts of 

time, or rather use of, and highlights the cause of this lack of remark or recognition of labour, this being 

the hierarchy of value attached to machine time versus traditionally valued markers of human time or 

geological time. 
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Fig.5, Germaine Koh, image from performance titled Erratic (2011) courtesy of artist website 



Chapter two: Lifted from life-living/Routine communication 
 
 
 

This project has arisen from daily lived experience and personal practices that promote caring and 
responsibility. These have predominantly operated as maintained relations within the practice, though in 
some earlier instances this research has tested singular acts versus longer durational events. It is the latter that 
I am going to address, by focusing on what might an embodiment of care and responsibility to lived 
experience might offer an art audience. 
 

Every fortnight or so I call my grandparents on the landline. Theirs is probably one of the only phone numbers I 
know off by heart. It doesn’t matter if Nanny answers or Granddad, usually one of the first questions exchanged is 
an inquiry around the wellbeing of each other’s friend kererū. For as long as I can remember, two kererū have been 
visiting the lone puriri tree at my grandparent’s home in rural Maungatapere, Northland. The kererū are a fond 
memory of my early teens, and I carry with me the memories of my granddad walking with me along the bird’s 
usual evening flight path as a way to fill a warm summer evening. 
 
“Hold on a moment my dear, I’ll just check the puriri. (pause). No, not today, but yesterday they sat there for 
close to an hour while I had my morning tea. I meant to ring you to describe what they looked like in that 
morning light with the fog lifting, but I know you’re usually driving at that time, so I thought ‘Oh I better 
not’. I like to imagine they were enjoying the sunrise together.” 

“How is yours [kererū], my dear?” 
 
This narrative, from my text work titled Checking the puriri, takes its context from two years ago when an 

adult kererū flew into the glass edged deck of my parents home, stunning itself severely. In a panic, I rang 

my Grandmother to ask the best thing to do. After a suggested 48-hours in a large cardboard box in a 

darkened room, I re-released it out onto our back lawn. I often see the same kererū when visiting my family 

home every fortnight or so. This is where and when I usually call my grandparents from also.  

 

These phone calls between my grandparents and I operate as routine communication, a simple exchange of 

updates on our kererū (fig. 24). Emotionally, the call has dual significance by way of caring for my 

grandparents and checking their general wellness. This mode of tending to something or someone is neither 

grand nor explicit. Rather, it is rooted in elements of emotional labour and maintenance. I use this anecdote 

as an example, as it demonstrates the blurry edges of the project’s parameters in terms of its art-meets-life-

living relationships. This has been an ongoing consideration for this project, negotiating what part belongs 

to the art practice and what is everyday living? And what might such a negotiation look like as an artwork? I 

often reflect on what it means to make an artwork within the context of this research, and while on one 

hand this question is deceptively simple, it is also an open-ended negotiation, as is life-living. 
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Landline at my family home, with flowers I gifted my mum 

 

 

2.1 Superseding materiality 

Artist Corinna Schnitt’s video work titled Between four and six (1998) actively plays with the parameters that 

separate an artwork from modes of life-living, while touching on concepts of routine, maintenance and 

activity (fig.6). The six-minute film pans across a familiar middle-class suburbia, narrated through a 

monologue about the artist’s Sunday family activity of cleaning road signs in the surrounding streets of her 

family home for a weekly duration of two hours. The mother, father and daughter trio are seen with a 

bucket, ladder and soft cloth cleaning street signs, and marking off their completion on a clip board, visually 

implying a sense of routine and weekly rotation of the act.  

 

My interest in Between four and six is in its significance as a shared gesture or ritual found within the 

banality of day-to-day experience. The immediate understanding of Between four and six being a social 

exercise supersedes the materiality or method of cleaning, again highlighting a sense of emotional labour, 

and its capacity to encourage a sense of connectivity as family, as humans. This sentiment is echoed within 

the monologue that Corinna Schnitt, the narrator, is stating: “I think it's really important that a family has 

something that holds it together - something that we can all do together. I am happy that it just all fell into 

place for us.”8 

 

 

 

																																																								
8 Syntax quote from Schnitt, Corinna. Between four and six (1998) 6 minutes, colour. 



 

Although this research takes its primary interest as the gesture, it is mobilised also by the idea that in the 

viewing of an artwork, any number of symbolic meditations might arise out of a reflection of the viewer’s 

own family practices. It could be argued that Between four and six speaks to the importance of family, of 

‘doing ones part’ or acknowledging the structures and systems of suburbia. In addition, this research 

recognises complexities around class and privilege as well as social and political structures, and connects to a 

sense of doing in response to this acknowledgement. It uses its porous art-life nature to push out the 

parameters of the project around the care gesture, asking what a practice of caring might look like? 

 

2.2 Parameters 

An example of how these intentionally ambiguous parameters operate is in my artwork titled Unofficial 

systems to keep the world running, specifically the install elements and details (fig.10). This work was installed 

and presented several times in different iterative arrangements. For clarity of the project moving forward, I 

am going to speak specifically about one of its most recent iterations, which was shown as part of The 

hardest hue to hold (ST PAUL St Gallery 3, July 2017). This work negotiated the threshold between what I 

consider as belonging to the art practice and what I consider my everyday living. The install of this artwork 

included a range of objects as derived from the durational nature of this project’s performed gestures. These 

included three six-minute videos of different gestures, a cardboard box ‘kit for caring’, a yellow acrylic 

cleaning sign, and a stack of A4 copy paper signs with hand written titles, statements, contexts and 

propositions.  

 

The three videos in this configuration had a sense of hierarchy evidenced through the various presentation 

scales. One of which was on a 42-inch tripod-mounted screen, with the remaining two on 11-inch portable 

screens. The large screen displayed Politics/poetics of pollination (2016) (fig. 45-48), a moving image showing the 

gesture of manually collecting pollen from kōwhai blooms, and re-pollinating the sane kōwhai tree. An 

example of this negation of parameters between art making and life-living occurred through the placement 

of this video in front of a window, looking out towards a sleek inner-city architectural structure. In this way, 

the architecture of this urban site becomes material within the project, further contextualising its critique 

against capitalist fueled ideas of progress and development. This pushed the parameters of not only the 

project, but also of a consciousness around responsibility. 
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Fig. 6, Corinna Schnitt, still from Between Four and Six (1998) colour video with audio overlay. 6 minutes. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Two kererū in the kōwhai tree at my family home 

 

 

 

The smaller screens displayed my moving images titled Buster (Chapter 1.3, fig. 2-4) and How to get rid of kikuyu 

(fig.7-9). How to get rid of kikuyu presents the process of constructing an over-sized teabag-like poultice, 

collecting and filling it with medicinal kawakawa leaves, placing it on my back lawn and pouring a jug of hot 

water on top of it, ending with an image of the static and steaming bag. When viewed and negotiated within 

the installation, these videos speak to modes and methods of process and futile gestures, as well as concepts of 

emotional and physical labour, and subsequently held capitalist values around time and progress. 

 

The plastic ‘IN PROGRESS’ cleaning sign is an element that has been present in the project since the 

beginning. As a found object, I thought a lot about its presence in the studio as a type of intervention. With 

this in mind, I used a piece of standard A4 copy paper to write the previously mentioned caring instruction 

of: ‘Give tired bees 1tsp of sugar dissolved in water to help them on their way’ (fig. 25) and attached it to the 

plastic sign. The size limitations of the copy paper presented me with a happy accident. While the paper 

covered most of the standard signage information of the cleaning sign, the words ‘IN PROGRESS’ remained 

unobstructed below the A4 paper sign, so each statement read “….” in progress. As I began to feel out new 

contexts and methods for the research, the paper signs accumulated and have since been recycled on a daily 

basis in response to the developing nature of the practice. The signs include anything from singular words: 

decolonisation, gesture and responsibility, to more specific phrases and wording such as emotional labour, 

exegesis planning, and raising a duckling. However, it is the contexts and methods in combination with the 

present suggestion of them being ‘in progress’ that has been key to this project. This further influences the 

types of engagements and forms and elements within the projects installations. 
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Fig. 7, 8, 9. Antonia Nisbet, stills from How to get rid of kikuyu (March 
2017) HD digital video, 6 minutes, no audio. 



Fig.10. Antonia Nisbet, installation titled Unofficial systems to keep the world running (iteration no. four) shown as part of The hardest hue to hold,  
ST PAUL St gallery three (July 2017) 
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Fig. 11, 12. Antonia Nisbet, installation details ‘kit for caring’ from Unofficial systems to keep the world running (iteration no. four) shown as part of The 
hardest hue to hold, St Paul St gallery three (July 2017) 



The cardboard box ‘kit for caring’ is an element continuously in flux, having taken up varying forms in 

terms of its contents over the duration of this project (fig.11, 12). The most recent iteration included: the 

kawakawa teabag/poultice used in How to get rid of kikuyu, yellow gaffer tape, a teaspoon, a small jar of 

sugar, medicinal kawakawa leaves, a hand-made cardboard seedling starter and a stack of A4 paper signs 

previously discussed. The cardboard box itself was changed from a standard postage box to a more 

aesthetically mobile fruit-packing box with cut-out handles. The thinking around this kit for caring came 

from a push towards a more installational approach to making the work, as opposed to being purely video-

representational. The presence of the kit within the installational space opens up the project to the 

audience, inviting felt responsibility through these unpretentious and undemanding objects, gestures and 

technologies. By presenting the objects within a space, the intention is to extend beyond the 

representational rhetoric of video and connect to a mobilised and active sense of engagement, a sense of 

doing. 

 

Artist Germaine Koh’s project Knitwork (1992 – ongoing) operates as both performative and durational, 

developing its material and conceptual forms over time. Knitwork is described by the artist as a “life-long 

piece made by my unraveling used garments and re-knitting the yarn into a single continuously growing 

object.”9 This sense of continuity is of interest through its relationship to the iterative and durational 

nature of my own practice. Knitwork shares this, in the sense that it has been shown eight times across 

the duration of 25 years in its various stages and forms. I have come to think of these iterations taken 

across time as ‘outings’. Although my work operates within a much shorter time frame, I see Unofficial 

systems to keep the world running, as an iterative work through its many ‘outings’ that have occurred since 

its inception. It is these kinds of future-orientated outings that I see my project continuing to pursue.  

 

Two Itinerant Quilters (2015 – ongoing) is a collaborative project by British artist Lenka Clayton in 

collaboration with American artist and documentary maker Joanna Wright. Two Itinerant Quilters 

operates through similar methods. It shares processes with Knitwork, in the sense that it takes its form 

over time. I am specifically interested in this work as it operates with multiple levels of viewer 

engagement. This engagement is invitational, in the sense that it requires a direct audience involvement, 

through the sharing of the very shirt off their back. This performative collaboration works from 

temporally assembled workshop sites within public spaces, where the artists host an invitational gesture 

to passersby to “donate a diamond shaped piece of fabric cut directly from the clothing they happen to 

																																																								
9 Koh, Germaine. Projects, Germaine Koh. 
http://www.germainekoh.com/ma/projects_detail.cfm?PageNum_rsDetail=5&pg=projects&projectID=87 Accessed 22nd September 2017	
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be wearing that day.” (fig.14)10 The material result of the accepted invitation is formed through the stitching of 

diamond cut-outs into a patchwork. The remaining hole in the viewers garment is carefully hand sewn on site 

with new fabric that speaks to modes of reparation, as well as the extension of narrative as attached to a 

garment. I am interested in this mode of reparation, as the exchange of material diamonds represents a sense 

of reciprocity hosted by the invitational gesture. 

 

 

While I find this process around invitation, construction and reparation fascinating, it is the gestures and 

engagements that exist on the periphery away from the central form of this project that have been influential 

towards my thesis research. The peripheral gestures of Two Itinerant Quilters include the hand-written 

meditations around the significance of the garment by its owner, as well as the use of a ‘temporary shirt’. The 

viewer is invited to wear this temporary shirt for the duration in which their own is with the quilters/artists, 

therefore accumulating a narrative around experience and garment. The written reflections by the participants 

range from factual statements such as the price of the garment or place of purchase, to more poignant emotive 

reflections around the garments significance to a particular person, event or stage of life (fig.15). It is these kinds 

of peripheral invitations that come to set the tone of the project, influencing the way in which I have come to 

view Two Itinerant Quilters in a caring lightness of touch, regarding its processes and forms.  

 

 

 

 

 
  

																																																								
10 https://www.twoitinerantquilters.com/about, accessed 2 October 2017 

A bouquet made for a bee 

	



 

Fig.13. Germaine Koh, Knitwork installation detail (2012) as shown in Knitwork and Here/There 
(2012) at B-132 Gallery, Montreal. Image Courtesy of B-132 Gallery. 
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Fig.14, 15. Lenka Clayton and Joanna Wright, Two Itinerant Quilters details (2015) Courtesy of project website. 
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Fig.16, 17. Shannon Te Ao, With the sun aglow, I have my pensive moods (2017) Installation view as shown in Edinburgh Art Festival 2017, Edinburgh. 
Commissioned by Edinburg Art Festival and Te Tuhi. Two channel video projection, colour and sound. Image courtesy of Te Tuhi website. 



 

Chapter three: Emotive representations 
 
 
With the sun aglow, I have my pensive moods (2017) is a video installation work by Aotearoa artist Shannon Te 

Ao (fig. 16,17). This artwork presents itself as two five-minute long projections, along with a vast array of potted 

plants. The primary projection engages in a poignant gathering of imagery as related to the lyrical content of a 

waiata: a filmic dance scene, a hemp farm, and a 1960’s song sung by Dinah Washington. The second 

projection opens with a shot of an Aotearoa cattle farm landscape intersected by pylons, looking out towards 

the boundaries of Māori land. This seemingly disparate assemblage when considered holistically within the 

installation draws reflections around structures of colonialism and capitalism that continue to govern everyday 

existence. The sites within the projections make visible these structures, highlighting how an “uncomfortable 

feeling of disorientation draws up a string of emotions that would otherwise stay submerged: the loss anger 

and sadness that are aspects of a colonial heritage.”11 It is this sense of disorientation that the site of 

installation (Edinburgh, UK) questions around the recognition of a plant species significant to both Scotland 

and Aotearoa.  

 

On first impression, the gorse appears to be nothing notable, until the filmic image becomes contextualised 

and problematised by the accompanying syntax, a spoken Māori waiata from the 1840s. This confirms the 

represented site as Aotearoa. Gorse originates from the highlands of Scotland, and is an introduced noxious 

and invasive species that runs rampant on the whenua of Aotearoa. Edinburgh based writer Jessica Ramm 

draws an affecting parallel between the land and bodies as sites, arguing, “in some ways the effects of 

colonisation are similar to that of disease. Even when the scourge has passed, the body has been altered. While 

the disease replicates itself in some other host, the survivor must get to know the body’s modified form.”12 I 

am interested in how through presenting an assemblage of narratives, as in With the sun aglow, I have my 

pensive moods, an art installation has the capacity to present both at once a sense of reality and prospective 

potential futures. Te Ao presents an emotive entanglement that extends across understandings of site and 

histories and encourages the potential for viewers to reach out towards modes of empathy and empathic 

response, therefore establishing a sense of felt responsibility.  

 
 

																																																								
11 Ramm, Jessica. With the sun aglow, I have my pensive moods, MAP. http://mapmagazine.co.uk/9994/sun-aglow-i-have-my-pensive-moods/ 
Accessed: 10 September 2017	
12Ibid.  
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4. Conclusion 

 

 

By its very nature, Unofficial systems to keep the world running extends beyond any immediate materiality 

produced as a part of this thesis project, and operates durationally with a consciousness ingrained within my 

modes of life-living. This project is not individualistic, and neither are the gestures it engages with. Through 

ideas of felt responsibility, maintenance and gesture, this research argues that a responsive and critical mode of 

life-living has the capacity to shift complex State structures, which hold biased values of time, process and 

progress. 

 

For me, this project is about the driveway (and the bee) and setting up a mode of looking (life-living) that 

actively seeks out caring gestures that fundamentally driven by a felt responsibility to care. This research 

chooses to place value in emotive and minor acts to assert the significance of small and accumulative action, 

which therefore highlight the significance of what it means to care. 

 

As this project builds, is exhibited and is talked about both in causal and formal contexts, it feels as though a 

sense of community has arisen through a mobilised awareness growing along side it. I mean this in the sense 

that I often receive messages, photographs and verbal anecdotes of instances of care or moments of noticing, 

that someone known to me has experienced in their wanderings, that they feel relate to my practice of life-

living as well as this thesis year project. In this way it has extended beyond any sense of belonging or ownership 

exclusive to me, and has shifted towards a sharing of experience. 

 

Thinking forward, I sense a moment of personal revolution looming (similar to my encounter with Alÿs’ 

Placing Pillows) regarding what might arise as the final form of this thesis project. I am interested in inviting 

meditations around parameters, both physically within an installation site and conceptually through adopted 

modes of life living, caring and responsibility, to prompt an installational experience afforded by this invitation. 

In this way, I envisage the work might offer a shift in terms of sensitivity and recognition of caring, as well the 

self-assigned capacity to care.  

 

It is both this thinking around parameters as well as ideas against grandeur or individualism that I will take 

with me on my wanderings as this thesis project takes up its final examination from.  
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4. Conclusion 

 

 

By its very nature, Unofficial systems to keep the world running extends beyond any immediate materiality 

produced as a part of this thesis project and operates durationally, with a consciousness ingrained by my own 

modes of life-living. This project is not individualistic, and neither are the gestures it engages with. Through 

ideas of felt responsibility, maintenance and gesture, this research argues that a responsive and critical mode of 

life-living has the capacity to shift complex societal structures, which hold biased values of time, process and 

progress. 

 

For me, this project is about the driveway (and the bee) and setting up a mode of looking (life-living) that 

actively seeks out caring gestures that are fundamentally driven by a felt responsibility to care. This research 

chooses to place value in emotive and minor acts to assert the significance of small and accumulative actions, 

therefore highlighting the significance of what it means to care. 

 

As this project builds, is exhibited and is talked about in both causal and formal contexts, it feels as though a 

sense of community has arisen through a mobilised awareness growing alongside it. I mean this in the sense 

that I often receive messages, photographs and verbal anecdotes of instances of care or moments of noticing, 

that someone known to me has experienced in their wanderings, that they feel relate to my practice of life-

living. In this way, the project has extended beyond any sense of belonging or ownership exclusive to me, and 

has shifted towards a sharing of experience. 

 

Thinking forward, I sense a moment of personal revolution looming (similar to my encounter with Alÿs’ 

Placing Pillows) regarding what might arise as the final form of this thesis project. I am interested in inviting 

meditations around parameters, both physically within an installation site and conceptually through adopted 

modes of life living, caring and responsibility, to prompt an installational experience afforded by this invitation. 

In this way, I envisage the work might offer a shift in terms of sensitivity and recognition of caring, as well the 

self-assigned capacity to care.  

 

It is both this thinking around parameters as well as ideas against grandeur or individualism that I will take 

with me on my wanderings as this thesis project takes up its final examination from.  
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Appendices 

 

1. Installation and final exhibition 

 

Unofficial systems to keep the world running was a multi-video installation consisting of a series of 

narratives/gestures presented on temporal screens that were both small-scale and floor-based (metal 

structures with free-hanging drafting paper). Five videos were assembled to communicate the feelings of the 

‘system’ established within my own mode of life living and the accumulative gestures and actions. Much of 

the video imagery/footage was produced throughout the year in ‘real-time’, so I had a good understanding 

of the feel of the gestures and video themes that had been developed across time. 

 

Moving towards the final exhibition and presentation of this durational practice, I worked with a 

consciousness around the technical equipment and forms of presentation conceptually relatable to my 

practice. This led to considerations not only around modes of video representation (monitors, projections, 

portable screens/devices), but also the possibility for the installation to inform and set up a new mode of 

viewing and interaction parallel to the intent and performative nature of the work. With this thought in 

mind, I began looking into ways of displaying video. I considered various materials for the screens and what 

their materiality would bring to the depicted videos – as well as their aesthetic impact within the space as 

objects in their own right. After extensive testing, I found that drafting paper as a projection material held 

the image quality in a temporal manner sympathetic to the nature of the gesture, while simultaneously 

allowing for a new method of presentation, this being double-sided projection.  

 

Materials considered for the screens included glass, acrylic sheeting, silk fabrics and drafting film. The mode 

of installation was selected for what afforded a quality image considerate of intimacy of scale, as well as the 

ability for the screen to hold the image to a satisfactory quality. These modes included suspended, wall 

mounted and self-supporting structures. A decision was made to build singular wire structures with drafting 

paper acting as the screen. I chose to use singular pieces of wire and bend them to screen structure shape to 

emphasise a less ‘permanent’ and more fluid sensibility. Also, up for consideration was the use of elements 

from the kit for caring. 

 

Within the ten-day install timeframe, the installation developed – I discarded the idea of utilising a hanging 

structure in response to the gallery height, and to avoid creating a hierarchy of events or viewing. Rather, 

this new way of installing offered a sense of gravity and intimacy of action.  
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The final installation consisted of five self-supporting metal and drafting paper screens with double-sided 

projections, as well as a cut camellia placed in a ceramic vase (the same one I had in my studio all year). The 

drafting paper was scored and simply placed on the metal frame, giving the screen a more temporal feel. The 

bottom edge of the drafting paper remained loose, responding to its immediate environment and viewer 

presence through their movement.  

 

The gallery blinds were lowered to the same height as the top of the screens, creating a sense of horizontality 

to the installation. The camellia and vase were placed in the foreground of the window, and operated as a 

gesture to the viewer hosted by the space. 

 

The lighting was dimmed to compensate for the light from the window and allowed for a sense of dialogue 

to occur between the screens, rather than as isolated individual acts. The placement of the screens was 

considered by their various viewing angles, as well as how they sat relationally within the space and to each 

other. The duration of each projection differed, as dictated by the specifics of the gesture. For example, 

Letting bees out operated as a looped three-minute compilation of short five to ten second videos depicting 

the act of letting trapped bees out of the domestic spaces I inhabit, an act that spanned across the length of 

the project. Whereas Sunday at Mums house is a ten-minute video that looks at the structure of a day 

dedicated to the monthly practice of ‘rescuing’ the dead or neglected plants, an activity shared between my 

Mum and I. It is these kind of dynamics between video duration, gesture duration and scale that allows for a 

sense of ‘system’ to occur.  

 

 

2. Reflections 

I now recognise an active naivety within the project regarding the idea of ‘hope’ as well as the 

potentiality of reading the gesture as a gesture, rather than reading it objectively. My experience in 

forming this project has been one that requires a deliberate emotional involvement from myself, and 

therefore I think that ‘my project and I’ have developed a heightened emotional labour towards an 

active listening (doing and acting). These engagements of listening have been present throughout the 

duration of the project, and are found within the production of work, but also in moments of formal 

critique, informal and friendly conversation, generously shared stories of inequity, as well as within the 

simple act of walking down the street. It is in part the literal listening, alongside the quiet and subtle act 

that has come to promote awareness, receptiveness, responsibility and a response.  

 

The single cut cream camellia in the ceramic vase was intended to operate as a gift, a gesture within the 

installation. It is true that within the context of a gallery space the flower has been removed from its 



context, denied its pollinators. It is also true that it potentially could operate as a gesture loaded with 

emotional labour, a gesture that holds within it an intrinsic link to and dialogue with caring. I view 

these interpretations of the camellia as operating as two sides of the same coin in the sense that neither 

are ‘wrong’. But rather I feel that engaging in the latter holds more value, goes further and 

acknowledges the gesture for what it is, a gesture. 

 

I sympathise with the notion that my project might be received as fragile or even insignificant. There 

was always an intention as discussed in the exegesis to present minor gestures and their subsequent 

markers of visible change or value. However, in considering my installation now, there is something 

required by the viewer that is up to the individual: a sense of hope. There is of course an argument for 

the responsibility of the artist to create this absolutely for the viewer, but spoon-fed hope is not what 

I’m interested in. What does continue to unfold as this project considers the final exhibition is the 

increasingly precarious nature of hope, as well as the privilege of never requiring such a thing. The real 

power of this project, I believe, lies in the ability to consistently be engaged with small change: 

emotionally and physically. 
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Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.18, 19. Antonia Nisbet, ephemera of Buster 
(2017) from Unofficial Systems to keep the world 
running shown as part of The hardest hue to hold, St 
Paul St gallery three (July 2017). Double sides printed 
A5, Narrative text and photographic image 
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Fig. 20, 21, 22. Antonia Nisbet, stills from After the storm (May 2017)  
HD digital video, 6 minutes, No audio 



 

Fig. 23. Google image screen shot of Toronto waterfront (engineered site) accessed 20th September 2017 
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Fig. 24. Antonia Nisbet, Friendly local kererū (August 2017) written narrative on A4 copy paper   
 



 

Fig. 25. Antonia Nisbet. Interventions: tired bees (February 2017) Cleaning sign, 
 A4 copy paper, and hand written instruction. 
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Fig. 26, 27. Antonia Nisbet. In progress: Feeling responsibility & Labouring (emotionally) (July 2017) 
as part of The hardest hue to hold, St Paul St gallery three (July 2017) Cleaning sign, A4 paper. 

Portable video screens displaying After the storm (2017)  
 



 

Fig. 28. Antonia Nisbet. Interventions: Tired bees No.4 (February 2017)  
Vinyl cut lettering on studio floor,18cm x 17cm. 
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Fig. 29, 30, 31, 32. Antonia Nisbet. First 
iteration of Unofficial systems to keep the world 
running as presented for critique event, AUT 

WM studio. Two portable LED screens, 
kawakawa vase, tea spoon, yellow gaffer tape, A4 

Paper signs, kawakawa tea bag, IN PROGRESS 
sign. 

 



 

Fig. 33. Antonia Nisbet. Example of growing community of 
caring. Received SMS message from my mum. Screen shot. 

 Text and image of three kererū. 
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Fig. 34, 35. Antonia Nisbet. Welcoming bees 
home (April 2017) HD digital video. 

 3 minutes 17 seconds. 
 



 

Fig. 36, 37, 38. Antonia Nisbet. Stills from Brewing kawakawa tea (May 2017) HD digital 
video. 9 minutes. 
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Fig. 39, 40, 41, 42. Antonia Nisbet. Stills from 
Local kawakawa (May 2017) HD digital video. 

7 minutes. 



 

Fig. 43, 44. Antonia Nisbet. Stills from Checking in (July 2017) HD digital video. 5 minutes, 25 seconds. 
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Fig. 45, 46, 47, 48. Antonia Nisbet. Stills from 
Politics/Poetics of pollination (2016) HD digital 

video. 6 minutes. 
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Figure 27. Antonia Nisbet. In progress: Feeling responsibility & Labouring (emotionally) (July 2017) as part of The hardest hue 
to hold, St Paul St gallery three (July 2017) Cleaning sign, A4 paper. Portable video screens displaying After the storm 
(2017) Cleaning sign, hand written a4 copy paper reads: “Labouring (emotionally)” 

Figure 28. Antonia Nisbet. Interventions: Tired bees No.4 (February 2017) Vinyl cut lettering on studio floor. 18cm x 17cm 
floor space 

 
Figure 29. Antonia Nisbet. First iteration of Unofficial systems to keep the world running as presented for critique event, AUT 

WM studio. Two portable LED screens, kawakawa vase, tea spoon, yellow gaffer tape, A4 Paper signs, kawakawa tea 
bag, IN PROGRESS sign. 

Figure 30. Ibid. 

Figure 31. Ibid. 

Figure 32. Ibid. 

Figure 33. Antonia Nisbet. Example of growing community of caring. Received SMS message screen shot. Text and image 
of 3 kererū. 

 
Figure 34. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Welcoming bees home (April 2017) HD digital video. 3 minutes 17 seconds. Taken at 

43 seconds 
 
Figure 35. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Welcoming bees home (April 2017) HD digital video. 3 minutes 17 seconds. Taken at 2 

minutes 47 seconds 

Figure 36. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Brewing kawakawa tea (May 2017) HD digital video. Taken at 32 seconds 
 
Figure 37. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Brewing kawakawa tea (May 2017) HD digital video. Taken at 3 minutes 21 seconds 
 
Figure 38. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Brewing kawakawa tea (May 2017) HD digital video. Taken at 7 minutes 47 seconds 
 
Figure 39. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Local kawakawa (May 2017) HD digital video. Taken at 23 seconds 

Figure 40. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Local kawakawa (May 2017) HD digital video. Taken at 1 minute 52 seconds 

Figure 41. Antonia Nisbet. Still rom Local kawakawa (May 2017) HD digital video. Taken at 3 minutes 17 seconds 

Figure 42. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Local kawakawa (May 2017) HD digital video. Taken at 6 minutes 16 seconds 

Figure 43. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Checking in (July 2017) HD digital video. 5 minutes, 25 seconds. Taken at 2 minutes 
40 seconds 

 
Figure 44. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Checking in (July 2017) HD digital video. 5 minutes, 25 seconds. Taken at 4 minutes. 

 
Figure 45. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Politics/Poetics of pollination (2016) HD digital video, no audio. 6 minutes. 
Taken at 22 seconds 



Figure 46. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Politics/Poetics of pollination (2016) HD digital video, no audio. 6 minutes. Taken 
at 1 minute 12 seconds.  

Figure 47. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Politics/Poetics of pollination (2016) HD digital video, no audio. 6 minutes. Taken 
at 3 minutes. 

Figure 48. Antonia Nisbet. Still from Politics/Poetics of pollination (2016) HD digital video, no audio. 6 minutes. Taken 
at 5 minutes 52 seconds. 
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Documentation  
 
 
 

Antonia Nisbet. Install detail from Specifics for caring (for the world at large) 2017. Double sided projection, 
HD digital video titled Myrtle the turtle dove, 5 minutes, 15 seconds. ST PAUL St gallery one 
	

Antonia Nisbet. Installation view of Specifics for caring (for the world at large) 2017. ST PAUL St gallery one 
	



 

Antonia Nisbet. Install detail, Specifics for caring (for the world at large) 2017.  Cut camellia (gesture), ST PAUL St gallery one 
	

Antonia Nisbet. Installation view of Specifics for caring (for the world at large) 2017. ST PAUL St gallery one 
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